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Fancy Pants 

 Gift Voucher Card  

 

Select two 12” x12” papers that 

tone well together.     

Don`t cut off the white tab with the 

paper details on and score down the 

inner edge of the details  and then 

crease the tab down, this will create a 

tab without affecting the size of the 

finished 6” x 6” card. 

Fold the paper over from the right hand 

edge to the left hand edge. Make sure the 

paper covers the tab and then crease the 

folded edge. 

 

On the open end of the card cut a semi 

circle out going through both layers of 

the paper. If you don`t have a circle 

punch draw around the lid of a Cosmic 

Shimmer sparkle paint and cut out. 

Fold and crease the card in half. Open 

the card back out and working on a craft 

sheet distress all the edges using the 

cut`n`dry foam with the wild honey ink.  

Make 2 panels by cutting out two 5” x 5” 

pieces of papers. Then with the 

remaining part of the paper cut a piece 

to 12” x 5.75” and fold in half lengthwise 

to make the voucher card base.  

Thread ribbon through the hole and tie 

into a bow. Distress a panel on place on 

the inside cover and then place another 

panel on the front of the card. 

 To enhance the flower detail of this paper 

apply copper stickles to the outside of the 

petals and allow to dry. Add another small 

piece of paper, portrait style next to the 

flower to give added dimension and also to 

make a panel to add some embossed 

flowers. 

Stamp and emboss 6 flowers using the golden 

meadow embossing powder. Colour the 

flowers using the cut`n`dry foam and wild 

honey ink. Leave some areas darker than 

other to add shade to the flowers. Cut the 

flowers out and add 3 to the front panel and 

use the others to decorate the inner card. 

Attach some more ribbon to the spine 

of the card, and then add paper flowers 

to the centre of the ribbon and in the 

corner of the card to coordinate the 

colours within the card design. Attach a 

gift card or money to the inside card to 

finish the project idea. Alternately omit 

the gift card and decorate the inner 

card as you wish and use as a card. 

 

Fold the paper back down making sure 

all the corners and sides are lined up 

before pulling the tape tabs and securing 

the card together. 

 

Open the sheet of paper and attach double 

sided tape to the top left hand side of the 

paper, and also all along the outside of the 

folded tab. Pull 1” from the backing of the 

tape away and fold downwards making a 

tab to help with the next step. 

This will leave you with an open end to 

the card where the voucher will go, and 

a closed end for the front of the card. 

Shopping List:                                                               

U-Mount Floral A5 Stamp Plate & Fancy Pants 12” x 12” Papers.  

Distress Ink Pads: Wild Honey, Cut `n` Dry Foam & Non-Stick Craft Sheet. 

Cosmic Shimmer Embossing Powder – Golden Meadow Blaze, Heat Gun & 

Ranger Copper Stickles. 

Acrylic Block, 3D Glue, Score Board, Embossing Tool, Double Sided Tape, Hole 

Punch, Foam Pads, Circle Punch, Paper Roses & Ribbon. 

Put the folded card into the pocket 

of the card and punch a hole in the 

centre of the folded card using the 

semi circle as a guide for the middle. 


